Candidate Badge Page

On the [Badge page](#), first candidates need to 'Enable 'badging sharing:

Once enabled, candidates can view the available badges and share their badge to approved social media sites including Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. For more information on sharing, see the instructions below:

- **Copy a link to the badge and place it anywhere on the web that accepts links including a blog, electronic resume, business card, or within an email signature.**
- **Share badges on Facebook by posting to a personal timeline, a friend’s timeline, to a group, or in a private message.**
- **Share a link to badges in a tweet.**
- **Share badges via LinkedIn to the public, connections, groups to which a user belongs or privately to individuals.**

Please note that candidates will still be able to [Add a Certification](#) to a profile by using existing functionality on the Credential History page.
Candidate Email Signatures

For programs using badging, a candidate can add their active badges to their email signature. To do so, navigate to the “Create Email Signature” link under the Transcripts tab and then select the badges that should appear in the email signature. Enter the email address for which the email signature will be created and follow the instructions for the appropriate email application to create the email signature. All badges used in an email signature can be verified by third parties.

By default, an Alpine image is also included in the signature. This image can be removed or replaced by a client specific image. There are no restrictions on what the email signature image needs to be, but Alpine recommends an image with square dimensions.